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CMC Priorities
At a recent combined meeting of the state CMC Board and the CMC Foundation Board, members were asked
what should be the focus of these CMC governing boards and staff.
Board member comments focused on three key areas:
1. Leaders and Trip Offerings (Leader training and support, variety of trips, including technical climbing and
family outings); and
2. Organizational Culture (Are we a growing, vibrant, welcoming organization that responds to the needs of
our members? Are our volunteers making the best decisions for the future of CMC? If not, how can we
improve?); and
3. Financial Assets (How do we create a culture of philanthropy to support current and future CMC members
as well as our larger community?).
We’d love to hear from you, our experienced leaders, instructors, and potential leaders, on these and other
issues you’re concerned about. Send your comments to Durrie Monsma, djmonsma@gmail.com
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Lightning Awareness

The average lifetime risk of being struck by lightning is in 1 in 13,000, according to the National Weather
Service (NWS). But those odds increase for hikers, climbers, and backpackers who are traveling above tree line
and are unaware of changing weather conditions.
From 2007 through 2016, Colorado ranked 4th in the nation for lightning fatalities (14), most of which occur
during the May through September outdoor season that coincides with peak thunderstorm activity.
Early morning clouds indicate that thunderstorms are likely to form by the afternoon – hence the
mountaineer’s adage to be “off the peak by noon.” The windward side of the mountain is a higher risk area
since that’s the direction from which the storm is approaching. Typically Front Range storms move eastward
on prevailing westerly winds.
NWS advises that the most important thing you can do is to plan ahead. Familiarize yourself with the terrain
features along your route. Make sure you have the latest hourly forecast for your hiking area and move up the
starting time if that will help ensure that you’ll be off the peak in plenty of time to miss afternoon storms.
Constantly monitor the weather, and if you are caught in a quickly developing storm, know where you’ll lead
your group to comparative safety.
Dark clouds, rain, and more frequent thunder mean lightning is approaching. If there’s a delay of less than 30
seconds between the lightning and the thunderclap, you are already in danger. Since sound travels one mile
every five seconds, the storm is only six miles away.
No outdoors area is truly safe in a thunderstorm, but you can improve your odds by spreading out, descending
as rapidly (and safely) as you can if a safe location is very close. Head below the tree line, avoiding high points
and water as well as the tallest or most isolated trees. Look for dry ravines, gullies, or depressions in the trail.
Never use a cliff or rocky overhang for shelter or lie flat on the ground. Stand or crouch with your feet close
together since your goal is to reduce your points of contact. Roughly half of all injuries are caused by ground
currents after lightning strikes a nearby object.
Once a storm has moved away, you should wait at least 30 minutes before leaving a sheltered area. Lightning
has been known to strike 10 miles or more behind a passing storm – the proverbial “bolt from the blue.”
Roughly 9 in 10 lightning victims survive a strike, and prompt medical treatment can improve the survival rate.
Assess the situation, and if possible, move the person to a safer area. If they are unresponsive, begin CPR and
call 911. Keep the victim warm and protected from the elements. Remember that many survivors suffer
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neurological or organ damage that may not be immediately apparent. Anyone struck by lightning should be
examined by a physician as soon as possible.
For more information, take the Lightning Quiz on hikingdenver.net and check out
http://www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov/index.shtm

New Internet Platform and Web System in the Works
Data Base Needs Committee Chair, Jeff Flax
The CMC State Board of Directors and staff have been hard at work on a full replacement of the existing CMC
database platforms and website to serve the needs of members, trip leaders, school directors, social sections,
staff, and program leaders for years to come.
After a year of thorough research, the Board’s Data Base Needs Committee has selected the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 and Office 365 customer relationship management (CRM) platforms. The cost of the system,
including development and configuration, is estimated at $229,000.
The State Board unanimously approved the new system at its April 22, 2017 meeting, along with $10,000 in
funding for a discovery process that includes a thorough review of CMC’s existing system and the projected
development plans. Since the new system will be outside the club’s annual budget, the Board also formed a
fundraising committee.
In May, staff and consultant integrators conducted focus groups with a wide variety of CMC users to learn how
members statewide use the current system, what needs to be changed, and what features should be retained.
Once the initial discovery is completed, the integrators will develop a more precise platform system budget
and timeline.

Instructor Leader Program
In 2013 the Trip Leader School (TLS) format was modified to include a field component along with a lecture
component. The field component includes a variety of scenarios that trip leaders customarily deal with on
CMC Denver trips. The scenarios emphasize group dynamics and group safety practices and are not intended
to teach or review any hiking or climbing techniques. Completion of TLS meets the requirement for one of the
two Leader-in-Training (LIT) trips requirements
To provide students with consistent experiences during the field component of TLS, the need for a cadre of
senior, experienced leaders to participate as coaches and instructors was recognized. The Instructor Leaders
not only have demonstrated strong leadership skills and CMC trip leader experience but also are effective
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communicators, planners and organizers with teaching and coaching skills. Many are senior instructors in
CMC Denver schools.
In November 2013 more than twenty leaders with hiker classifications from "B" to "D" and those who are ski
leaders, winter leaders and those with technical climbing experience were invited to attend a meeting to
discuss the role of an Instructor Leader. From these leaders a group of Instructor Leaders agreed to participate
in TLS once annually and to provide LIT trips for potential new leaders who have completed TLS. Potential
leaders must complete their LIT trips with a CMC Denver Instructor Leader.
Both Instructor Leaders and TLS students provide a biographical sketch. The students then select an Instructor
Leader with whom to complete their second LIT trip required of potential leaders. Recently more students are
interested in becoming technical leaders and have been selecting Instructor Leaders with those classifications
and credentials.
Additional Instructor Leaders are recommended to DS&L by the existing Instructor Leader cadre.
TLS is an important first step along the path of becoming a CMC Denver leader. Instructor Leaders present at
TLS reinforce the concepts presented in the lecture and are able to coach and mentor students following TLS.
Instructor Leaders have the opportunity to make a big impact on CMC Denver’s future.
A huge thank you and recognition of appreciation is given to current Instructor Leaders: Carole Adler, Martin
Berger, Frank Burzynski, Marilyn Choske, Bob Collins, Jeff Flax, Jason Gross, Bill Haneghan, Tom Hartzell, Sue
Henley, Linda Lawson, Pat McKinley, Uwe Sartori, Tracie Sawade, Mark Wolf and Mike Zyzda.

New Member Hikes Update
Robbie Monsma, Denver Group Council

Thanks to everyone who stepped up and offered “New Member Hikes” on the calendar. Please keep doing so.
They fill up pretty well and member feedback is positive. Our first year retention numbers are ticking up!
Based on experience so far, here are some things we have learned:
The most requested days for new member hikes are Friday, Saturday and Sunday. A good mix of these days
seems to accommodate most people.
Try to schedule trips at least a couple of weeks out. This allows part-time administrator Mary Bradley (in
office M-W only) time to make those welcoming phone calls and to recruit specifically for your trip.
Aim at scheduling away from others’ new member trips. We sometimes have two in a weekend then nothing
for several weeks.
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Let Mary know if you have a specific interest in accepting new members on your regular trips. That would help
her a lot as she reviews the calendar to find something that works for a particular member. You can email her
at MaryBradley@cmc.org or call her at Membership Services (303) 279-3080 Ext. 2

Your Trip Status – Approved

Completed

Canceled

Help CMC by closing out your trips properly. After you change the trip status from Approved to Complete in
the Edit function and click on UPDATE at the bottom, be sure to enter the number of Activity Hours. That’s the
first box at the bottom of the Roster function screen. Activity Hours are a portion of the formula used to
determine how the Scientific Cultural Facilities District determines CMC’s share of sales tax funding.
CMC currently receives about $200,000 per year from SCFD funding. So, it is really important to complete the
Activity Hours after you have completed your trip. The Activity Hours you record should be calculated from the
time you meet at the trailhead to the time you return to the trailhead.
If your trip was canceled for whatever reason, then so indicate in the Edit function and click on UPDATE at the
bottom of the screen.
The other two boxes to be completed at the base of the Roster screen allow information to be shared with
fellow leaders. Access (gate closures, creek levels etc.) and general information about the route can be very
useful to your peers. A big thank you to everyone!
******************************************************************************************

Save the Date – NOVEMBER 9

Fall Leader/Sr Instructor Leader Gathering November 9, 2017.
Recognition and Appreciation - Registration Open in September
*****************************************************************************

A Reminder: Carry Classification Change Request Forms With Your
Leader Materials
Since any CMC Denver Group member may register for any hike, regardless of the member’s personal hiker
classification, it’s best for both leaders and members if each member’s Hike Classification matches that
member’s ability.
Denver Group Council last year discussed ways to get more members to apply for the proper Hiker
Classification for at least the following reasons.
If the member with an A hiker rating signs up for a Difficult C trip with a leader who doesn’t know the
member, it may save the leader a phone call and a difficult decision.
A member may wish to take a Denver Group class, such as Alpine Scrambling, which requires a C hiker rating,
and then must take on the urgent mission to obtain sign-offs from trip leaders with whom they have hiked in
the past.
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Should a member ever decide to become a Trip Leader, one major step will be out of the way.
Many long-time members may not understand why a personal hiker rating is important. When you as leader
of the trip explain the logic and offer the form (and an instant sign-off), the member usually will be glad to
accept the form and realize they may only need to complete another trip at a specific classification to submit
the Classification Change Form to Roger Wendell, rogerwendell@cmc.org.
The Trip Classification System, and Member Trip Classification System, How to Change a Hiker or Skier
Classification, and School prerequisites are all available at hikingdenver.net

New Leaders Certified
Congratulations to these new leaders certified since the March DS&L newsletter: Jeff Benton*, Brandon
Daniell Karl Ford, Scott Groeschl, Marshall Hull, Yann LeCostaonec, Carol Munch*, Tom O’Connor, Jennifer
Popovich, Jeff Stevens, and Steve Wolf. As an experienced leader you may wish to invite one of our new
leaders to scout a trip with you. Aiding newly certified leaders to develop a following by inviting them to colead a trip with you is a great way to welcome them to our CMC Denver leader cadre.
*The names of Carol Munch and Jeff Benton were inadvertently omitted from the March newsletter; both were certified in
November 2016.

Should a Hike Leader Be a Good Samaritan?

We’ve all been there. You’re leading a challenging hike and encounter other hikers who are clearly not
equipped for the conditions. Armed with your 10 Essentials, you can’t help a mental “tsk, tsk.” But what, if
anything, should you do?
Last spring a group of CMC hikers led by a veteran leader hiked up the less-traveled back-side of Grays Peak
from Horseshoe Basin. It was a cool, sunny day and we got an early start. About a third of the way up, we
passed two young women who were struggling. They were wearing jeans, sweatshirts, sneakers, light jackets
and small daypacks.
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On the way down, shortly after noon, we ran into them again. They hadn’t even reached the steep rocky
section. But they were still determined to summit Grays, continue on to another 14er (Torreys), and descend
to meet their faster hiking companions at a parking lot near the Bakerville exit. However, they were out of cell
phone range and had no way to inform their friends of their slow progress.
Physically, they appeared in no condition to complete the hike before nightfall. And storm clouds were
beginning to form over Grays. Our leader tried to persuade them to accompany us back to Horseshoe Bend.
One of them wavered, the other wanted to continue, but with less conviction.
Our leader put his foot down. “You’re coming with us,” he said.
Our descent was much slower than normal and it took a couple of hours before we could arrange an out-ofthe-way rendezvous with their sheepish male companions.
Did our leader do the right thing? Fortunately, every member of our CMC group thought so.
Not so on a non-CMC hike in Rocky Mountain National Park, where we passed a young couple hiking with their
young son and a toddler in a baby pack about three miles from the trailhead. It was one of those Colorado
afternoons when bright sun swiftly shifts to thunder and cold rain. This out-of-state couple was not equipped
for that. The kids and parents were all wearing shorts. None had rain jackets.
Our leader, a retired fire captain, called our group of 10 to a halt and said he couldn’t live with himself if those
kids got hypothermia. So we rummaged through our backpacks for rain gear, outfitted the young family as
best we could, and divided into two groups, one of which shepherded the family back to the trailhead.
Some of our fellow hikers were upset that their leader left them and that they had to wait in our van for an
hour or so.
In each case, what would you have done?

Parting Thought…
Great leaders don't blame the tools they are given; they work to sharpen them.
--Simon Sinek

###
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